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ive had 3 problems with my car all within 3 days of each other and i never have trouble with it at all. my car started beeping, then i noticed it was still running but idling kinda slow, then my interior lights wouldn't come on all the way and it would also display the car still running on the dashboard screen even though it wasnt, when i turn the key on, it starts up but sounds like its grinding, and even the stearing wheel is turning now and then while its on. none of these
problems have happened before and i couldnt even figure out what any of them were. please can anyone help? If you have any of these symptoms, it is very likely that there is an electrical problem in the car. The first thing you should do is try to find an electronic specialist to do some tests. A replacement for the battery is always an option. But if it is very long, you may have to do a major repair. If you go to the dealer, they will tell you to get a new alternator or battery.
If you do not have this symptom at the beginning, I recommend you to go to the dealer. I am not saying it is very expensive, but you do not know where this will lead. First, I think you should test it for the symptoms you mention. If there are any other symptoms, such as a steering wheel that is making some weird sounds when it is turning, you should go to the dealer.T. R. Srinivasan, [*The art of electronic design*]{}, Prentice Hall, New York (2001). M. Reed and B.
Simon, [*Methods of modern mathematical physics*]{}, Academic Press, San Diego (1980). J. Tirtaatmadja, [*Linear algebra and electronic circuits*]{}, Addison-Wesley, Reading (1994). J. Vahid, [*Leçons de modèle intégrateur et modèles d’analyse des systèmes dynamiques*]{}, Ch. 2, 7th edn., Springer, Paris (2008). Y. Wang, H. Song, and J. Lei, [*Electromagnetic Theory*]{}, 3rd edn., Wiley-IEEE Press, New York (2003). P. A. M. Dirac, [*The Principles of
Quantum Mechanics*]{}, 4th ed
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